
 
   Before the Birthday 
Use the event posters to advertise your event in plenty of time.  Encourage everyone  
     to dress up as a caterpillar, or wear green, with a prize for the best costume. 
                                                       theme an area with leafy decorations and  
                                                            create lots of space for party games!

    decoration ideas

Hang a moon and a sun from the ceiling. 
Make a big sugar–paper leaf with a tissue–paper egg.
Put up pictures of food!
 
   start with the story   
It’s a great way to get the children to focus and remind them about the book.  
ask the children to name the foods the Very Hungry Caterpillar munches,  
or to guess what happens next to help them think about the story creatively.

    have fun and learn! 
talk about the evolution of a caterpillar. Put the stages of life on the activity sheet into order with the children’s 
help to show how amazing it is that he changes from a tiny egg to a big, beautiful butterfly.

have a very happy Birthday,  
hungry caterpillar! 

    colourful craft 
littlest children can have fun with crayons to complete the caterpillar colouring-in 
sheet or to draw their favourite food. older children can use the step-by-step  
guide to the art of Eric Carle to make a collage, using the caterpillar as a template. 
Why not blow up the caterpillar picture and make a giant collage together? At the 
end of the event, stick him on your big leaf as part of a VHC window or wall display.

                                                 Play a Party Game  
              munch with the Very Hungry Caterpillar (only attempt this one if you have the space!) 

Start on the floor, curled up very small like an egg. Next, wriggle around like a caterpillar while the event
leader calls out different foods. If you like the food, shout “munch!” But if you don’t like it, shout “yucK!” 
Now everyone’s ready to get into a cocoon (lie down with your knees under your chin) and be very, very still . . .   
Before bursting out as a butterfly and flapping your wings!   

         At the end of the event, give everyone a sticker  
         and help them display any pictures they have made!

Have a great party, and please feel free to send any pictures to puffin@penguin.co.uk.

Everyone loves a birthday party!  
Here are a few ideas to get you started . . .
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eric carle in his studio

4. 
Paste the red face onto a  

piece of white paper or card.

5.  
Cut out the first  

green segment of the  
caterpillar’s body.

6.   
Place the tracing paper, with head 
and body segment removed, as a 

guide for pasting down the  
green segment.

7.  
Repeat steps 5 & 6,  

selecting different shades of 
green for each segment until the 

body is finished.

8.  
Cut out yellow, green  

and brown parts for eyes,  
nose and feet, and glue  

them into place.

9.  
Use crayons or coloured  
pencils for the final touch.

1.   
Draw a caterpillar onto  
tracing paper or other  

transparent paper.

2.  
Place the drawing on top of  
a red tissue paper and cut 
through both tracing and  
tissue papers. Be careful!

3.  
You now have the face  

of the caterpillar.

make your own  
very hungry caterpillar collage  

picture in 9 easy stages
Eric Carle creates his artwork using a technique called CoLLAGE.  

He creates batches of painted tissue papers, starting out with white sheets. 
 The papers are then stored in flat files, sorted by colour,  

which he cuts and sticks to create his pictures.

You could use tissue like Eric, or recycle wrapping paper,  
newspapers or magazines – just use your imagination!
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discover the world of eric carle! Have you read them all?

the Very Hungry Caterpillar Pop-Up Book the Very Hungry Caterpillar

the Very Busy spiderthe Mixed-Up Chame-
leon

the Bad-tempered Ladybird

Brown Bear, Brown Bear,  
What Do You see? 

Panda Bear, Panda Bear,  
What Do You see? 

Polar Bear, Polar Bear,  
What Do You see? 

Baby Bear, Baby Bear,  
What Do You see? 
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the very hungry caterpillar
By eric carle and _________
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1. egg on a leaf
this egg is very, very small.
(It is also sticky, so it won’t  
fall off the leaf.)
 

2. hungry caterpillar
When a caterpillar comes out  
of his egg, first he eats the egg, 
then the leaf, and he doesn’t stop 
eating (not even to sleep!).

3. cocoon
this cocoon is spun from sticky 
thread. inside it, the caterpillar 
is using the energy stored from all 
that food to make something very  
clever happen . . .
 

4. Butterfly
When the butterfly pushes out  
of the cocoon, his wings are all wet.
so he spreads them out and lets 
them dry before he takes off and 
flies for the first time!
 

the life of a very 
hungry caterpillar
Can you number the pictures 

in the right order?
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              the very hungry caterpillar  
       loves to munch a  

What is your favourite meal?  
Draw it here for the Very Hungry Caterpillar to try!

 

delicious, colourful  
great big lunch!
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